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The following result is established: Let L be a DOL language and x1 , x2 ,..., 
a sequence of all words in L ordered by increasing length. Suppose that for 
some integer k, there exist arbitrarily long intervals x1 ,..., xi+1 such that 
I x$+1 I- / xj 1 Q k, for eachj, i < j < i + 1. Then the sequence {I x~+~ I - I xj [}j>l 
is periodic. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past few years a number of papers have been written on develop- 
mental languages [Lindenmayer (1968a, 1968b, 1971), Lindenmayer and 
Rozenberg (1972), Rozenberg (1972, 1974), Rozenberg and Doucet (1971), 
and their lists of references]. One of the more popular types of such languages 
is that of DOL. Now in the study of classical formal language theory, one is 
always interested in the sets of word lengths obtained from languages of a 
specified family (if, for no other reason, than to eliminate certain languages 
as being in the family). For example, the set of word lengths of each context- 
free language is ultimately periodic. The question arises as to whether any- 
thing interesting on the periodicity of word lengths of DOL can be deter- 
mined. [Word lengths of arbitrary DOL have already been considered in 
Paz and Salomaa (1973) Salomaa (1973), and Szilard (1971).] One such item 
constitutes the main result of the present paper, namely the following. Let L 
be a DOL language and xi, x2 ,..., a sequence of all words in L ordered by 
increasing length. Suppose that for some integer k, there exist arbitrarily long 
intervals xi ,..., xi+l suchthatIxj+,I-l~xi]<k,foreachj,i,(j<i+Z. 
Then the sequence {I ++r / - 1 xj j)j21 is periodic. (The converse, of course, 
is obviously true.) A simple consequence is that for each infinite DOL 
language L there is an integer K such that no k + 1 words in L are of the same 
length. Thus, for example, (a, 6}*, a # b, is not a DOL language. 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant GJ-28787. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We briefly review here the basic concepts for the languages to be considered. 
DEFINITION. A deterministic Lindenmayer system without interactions 
(abbreviated DOL system) is a triple S = (Zs , h s , Ws), where Z s is a finite 
nonempty set of symbols, h s is a homomorphism from 1 Zs* into Zs* , and 
w- s is an element in Zs+. 
In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, S is assumed to be the DOL 
system (Zs, ks, Ws). 
DEFINITION. For each DOL system S let: 
(a) L(S) called the language generated by S, be the set 2 {hi(~s)/i in 8 N}; 
(b) E(S), called the DOL sequence generated by S, be the infinite 
sequence {hi(~s)}~>0 . 
A property of technical interest about letters in a DOL system is: 
DEFINITION. A letter a in a DOL system S is said to be propagating if
hs~(a) ~ e for each h in N. Otherwise, it is said to be nonpropagating. 
In connection with propagating letters we introduce the following. 
NOTATION. For each w in Zs* let [w] be the word in Zs* obtained from w 
by deleting all occurrences of nonpropagating letters. 
A notion of prime concern to us is that of "periodicity". 
DEFINITION. Let p be in N+ and q in N. A sequence { Y~}i>l (of words, 
numbers, etc.) is said to be periodic, of prefix length q and period length p, 
if x~ = xi+ . for each i ~ q. 
Thus, if { Yi}~)l is periodic, of prefix length q and period length p, then 
{ Yi}~>l is periodic, of prefix length q + i and period length jp, for each i in 
N and j in AT+. 
l For every abstract set Z, 2:* is the free semigroup (with identity element ~) 
generated by 2: and Z + = 27" -- {E}. Elements of Z* are called words (over Z). 
2 h 0 is the identity mapping and h ~+1 is the homomorphism on ~2" defined by 
h*+l(x) = h(h~(x)) for each n ~ 0 and x in Zs. 
3 N denotes the set of nonnegative integers, N+ the set of positive integers, and 
n times 
N ~) = Nx -" X N. 
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It  is readily seen that if w 5 ~ wk for somej  =/= k in a DOL sequence E(S) 
{w~}~>~, then E(S) is periodic. Also, E(S) is periodic if and only if L(S) is 
finite. 
The present note is concerned with the lengths of the words in E(S) and 
L(S). Clearly 4 ] w ] does not depend on the relative posit ion of the letters in w. 
For  this reason the next concept, v, plays a useful role. 
DEFINITION. Let  27 s = {a 1 ,..., an}. For  each word w in Z's* and each as 
let #%(w) denote the number  of occurrences of a i in w and let v(w) = 
(#o~(w),..., #a&)). 
Thus  v(w) is the vector in N t~) which indicates the number  of occurrences 
of a 1 , a 2 , etc., in w. 
Finally, we shall need the following two relations among vectors in N (n). 
NOTATION. Let  ~< be the relation on N (n) defined by (x I .... , Xn) 
( Yl ,'-', Yn) if xi <~ Yi for each i. For  ~ and 15 in N (n), let a < fi if ~ ~< fi and 
2. RESULTS 
We now turn to the theorem ment ioned in the introduction. We need the 
following auxil iary concept. 
DEFINITION. A D OL  system S is said to be pure if: 
(i) hs(d ) = E for every nonpropagating letter d, 
(ii) (1 ..... 1) ~< v(Ns), and 
(iii) v(wl) ~< v(w2) ~<'" ,  where E(S) = {w~}i~> 1 . 
The argument involves a sequence of intermediate results. We first show 
(Proposit ion 2.1) the following for a pure DOL system S, with E(S) -- 
{wi}i> 1 . I f  there exists k o in N so that I w~+l [ - -  I w~ I ~ k0 for some terms w~ 
arbitrari ly far out in the sequence E(S), then the sequence 
{I wi÷l f - I wi/)~>1 
is periodic. We then (Proposit ion 2.2) decompose an arbitrary DOL sequence 
into a finite sequence and a finite number  of pure DOL sequences in a rather 
The length of a word z is denoted by ] z I. 
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simple way. In addition (Lemma 2.4), if rearranging the words by increasing 
length yields an infinite sequence {xi}i>~l with the property that for some k o 
in N there is an arbitrarily large number of consecutive terms x i satisfying 
] Xi+l I --  I xi I <~ ko, then the decomposition can be made so that the pure 
DOL sequences have constant differences in the lengths of their words. 
Using this last lemma, the main result is then established. 
We now turn to Proposition 2.1. First though, we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a pure DOL system, with E(S)  = {wi}i>/1. Suppose 
there exists some a in t s such that (i) { #a(wi)/ i  in N+} is infinite, and (ii) 
[[hs(a)][ >~ 2. Then for each k o in N there exists k x in Nv  such that 
I Wi+l I - I wil > ko 
for each i >~ k x . 
Proof. Let k o be in N. Let j  be any positive integer such that #a(wj) > k o . 
By (i), j exists. We shall show that 
(*) l w~+l l -  I wjf > ko. 
Clearly v(wj) k +1 ~1 .. ~- v(VaoO d 1 " d~,~) for somev in( I  s - ID)* andz  1,. . . ,z~ 
in N, where X~ = {d~ ..... d~} is the set of all nonpropagating letters. Then 
v(%+1 ) -~ v([hs(v)][hs(a)] ~0+1 d~ 1... d~ ) 
for some t I ,..., t~ in N. Now Jibs(b)] ] /> 1 for each propagating letter b. 
Thus [[hs(v)] >~ [v [. Since [[hs(a)] I >~ 2, 
I [hs (a ) ]~°+l l  - -  [ ak°+l I > ko q- 1. 
Since S is pure and [hs(v)] and [hs(a)] are in ( I  s - -  ID)* , z,- ~ t i for each i, 
1 ~ i ~< m. Thus I w~+, [ --  I wj [ > ho, i.e., ( . )  holds. 
Now let k 1 = min{j /#a(w~) > ko}. Since S is pure, { j /#a(wj )  > ko} = 
{j / j  >~ hi}. By (,), [wi+ 11 - -  ]Wi ] > ko for each i > /k  1 . 
L~MMA 2.2. Let S be a pure DOL system, with L(S)  infinite. Let E(S)  -~ 
{wi}i>l • Suppose there exists k o in N so that for each n o in N+ , 
for some integer t ~ n o . Then there exists qo in N+ and a propagating letter a 
such that #a(wi) ~ qofor al l i  in N+.  
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Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then the set { #b(wi)/ i  in N+} is infinite for 
each propagating letter b in Z s . Since L(S)  is infinite, there exists a propa- 
gating letter a in Z s . Furthermore, we may assume that [[hs(a)] I ~ 2. 
[For otherwise, ][hs(b)] I ~ 1 for each propagating letter b. Thus, the number 
of propagating letters in w~, i in N+,  does not exceed that in w 1 . This 
contradicts the fact that { #b(wi)/ i  in N+} is infinite for each propagating 
letter b.] By Lemma 2.1, there exists k 1 such that [ wj+ 1 ] - -  ] w~] > k 0 for 
each j >~ k I , a contradiction. 
We are now ready for the first proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be a pure DOL system and E(S)  = {wi}i>/1. 
Suppose there exists k o in N so that for each n o in N+ , ] wt+l [ - -  ] wt ] ~ kofor 
some integer t ~ n o . Then the sequence {1 Wi+l I - -  [wi ]}i~>1 is periodic. 
Proof. I f  L(S)  is finite, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose L(S)  is 
infinite. By Lemma 2.2, there exist q0 in N+ and a propagating letter a such 
that #~(wi) ~ q0 for all i in N+.  Since S is pure, this implies that 
#o(w~(o)) = #o(w3 
for some i(a) in N+ and all j >/i(a). Let 
Z c' = {b in Zs/#b(wi )  ~ mo for some m 0 in N+ and all i in N+}. 
(Intuitively, each letter in Zc is ultimately constant in its frequency of 
occurrence in {w~}i~>l and each letter in Zs --  Zc is increasing in frequency in 
{wi}i>l .) Let i 0 : max{i(a)/a in Zc}. Let u in (Z s - -  Zc)*  and v in Zc*  be 
such that v(Wio ) -- v(vu). Clearly u and v exist. Observe that for each b in 
Z s - -Zc ,  hs(b ) is in (Z s - -Zc )* .  Thus, since S is a pure DOL system, 
v(hs(v)) = v(vu') for some u' in (Z s - -  Zc)*.  Therefore 
~(~,o+1) = v(hs(w~o)) = v(vu'hs(u)). 
Then v(Wio+2 ) : v(vu'hs(u'hs(u)) ) : v(vu'hs(u' ) hs2(U)) and, for each k ~ 2, 
v(Wio+lc) = v(g)uths(u t) h 2(ut )  ... h~-l(u ') hsk(U)). 
Hence, for each k ~ 0, 
(*) I w~o+~+~ [ - -  I W~o+~ I : I hs~(u')[ ÷ (t h§+X(u)[ - -  I hsk(U)]) • 
By Lemma 2.1, [Ehs(b)]l ~< 1 for each b in Z s --  Z c . Thus L(Su) is finite, 
where S~ = (Zs ,  hs ,  u). Since S is DOL, so is S~. Consequently E(S~) = 
{hs~(U)}~>~o, and hence (I hs~(U)[)~>o, is periodic. Similarly, {[ hs~(U')]}i~o is
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periodic. From (,), it then follows that {I Wio+k+lI--lWio+k I}~>0, thus 
{[ Wi+l l - -  ] Wl I}i)1 ' is periodic. 
We next turn to showing that each DOL sequence can be decomposed, 
with the exception of the first few terms, into a finite number of pure DOL 
sequences in a rather simple way. We need a new concept and a preliminary 
lemma. 
NOTATION. Let S 1 .... , S~,  S be DOL systems, with m >~ 1, and let 
F ~- {wi}~l be a finite sequence of words. Write E(S) = Shuf(F; S 1 , . . . ,  Sin) if 
(i) E(S) = {wi}~>l and 
(ii) E(Si) = {wq+i+k~}~>o for each i, 1 ~< i ~< m. 
Thus E(S) = Shuf(F; S 1 ,..., S~) means that E(S) is obtained by placing 
the words in F in front of the sequence derived by "uniformly shuffling 
E(S1) ..... E( im)." 
LEMMA2.3. Given a DOL sequence {wi}i>~l , suppose that v(ws) <~ 
v(wt)(V(Ws) = v(wt))[v(w~) >~ v(w,)] for some s and t, s < t, in N+. Then 
v(wi) • v(wi+m_,))(v(wi) = v(wi+z(t_,)))[v(wi) >~ v(wi+~(t_,))] for each i >~ s 
and each l ~ 1. 
Proof. We give the argument for v(wi) ~ v(wi+,(t_~)), the remaining two 
cases being similar. Clearly, it suffices to show that 
(*) 4~i) ~< ~(~i+(~-s))- 
Since {wi}~>d is a DOL sequence, v(wj) ~< v(wT~) implies v(wj+ 0 ~ v(W~+l). 
Thus V(Wl+,) ~ V(Wl+,+(,_~) ). The proof then follows by a simple induction. 
Remark 1. The above lemma is not necessarily true if ~< is replaced by <,  
and it is never true if >~ is replaced by >.  
Remark 2. Given a DOL sequence {w~};>l, suppose that v(wj) >~ v(w~) 
for somej  and k , j  < k. Then the set {wi/i ~ 1} is finite. 
PROPOSITION 2.2, Let S be a DOL system. Then E(S) = Shuf(F; S 1 ..... S~) 
for some finite sequence F, some m >/ 1, and some pure DOL systems Sx .... , S~ . 
Proof. Let E(S) --: {wi}i> 1. Suppose L(S) is finite. Then E(S) is periodic, 
say with prefix length q and period length m. Define F ~ {w 1 ..... wa} and 
for each i, 1 ~ i <~ m, S i -= (Zi , hs °, wq+i) , where 27 i contains precisely 
the letters occurring in wq+ i . Clearly E(S) = Shuf(F; S 1 ,..., Sin), m ~ 1, 
and each S i is a pure DOL system. 
Now suppose L(S) is infinite. Let t be the smallest integer for which there 
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exists s, 1 ~< s < t, such that v(ws) < v(wt). The integer t exists. [For by 
Konig (1959), every set of incomparable elements in N (~), where 5 n = #(2Js), 
is finite. Since L(S) is infinite, the set {v(wi)/i >~ 1} is infinite. Hence there 
exists a smallest integer t for which an integer s, 1 ~< s < t, can be found such 
that v(ws) and v(wt) are comparable. By Remark 2 above, v(w~)~> v(wt) 
implies thatL(S) is finite. Hence v(w~) < v(wt).] Let 
q = min{i >~ 1/hsi(d) = e for each nonpropagating letter d in 2Js} 
and 
m = min{(t - -  s)i/(t - -  s) i >~ q, for some i}. 
Note that q and m are in N+.  For each i, 1 <~ i <~ m, let S i' ~ (Z s , h, ws_~+i), 
where ]~ = hs m. Since v(ws) < v(w~), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that 
for some i and j  implies L(S) is finite. Hence v(w~_l+i+~m ) < v(W~_l+i+(J+llm ) 
for each i and]. By the definition of m and 1~, ,~(d) --  • for each nonpropagating 
letter d in each S(. Since each S(  is a DOL system, if a and b are in Zs and b 
occurs in a word in {]iJ(a)/] >~ 1} then b occurs in a word in {]~J(a)/1 ~<j ~< n}. 
This and the fact v(w~_l+i+~ ) < V(Ws-l+i+U+~)m) foreach i andj  imply that for 
arbitrary L if #~(w,_~+i+jm) :/: 0 for somej in N then #a(ws+~_l+i) ~ O. For 
each i, 1 ~ i ~< m, let S i = (~s, ,  hi, w,+~m-l+i), where 
2~s, = {a in 2s/#a(Ws+nm_l+i) ~ 0} 
and ]~i s the restriction of h to Z*  . Clearly, each S~ is pure. It is readily seen 
that E(S) = Shuf(F; $1 ,..., S~), where F - {Wl .... , w~+~m-1}. 
The next lemma is a stronger version of Proposition 2.2, and is a key tool 
in the proof of the main theorem. 
DEFINITION. A DOL sequence {wi}i> 1 is said to have constant differences 
if there exists k in N such that I wi+l ] --  l wi [ = k for each i in N+.  
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a DOL system, with L(S) infinite, and let {Xi}I) 1 be a 
sequence of all words in L(S) ordered by increasing length. Suppose {xi}i) 1 has 
the property that there exists k o in N so that for each k in N+,  k' in N+ can be 
found satisfying f x~+ 1 [ -- 1 xi j ~ ko for all i, k ~ i ~ k' + k. Then E(S) = 
Shuf(F; S 1 .... , Sin)for some finite sequence F, some m ~ l, and some pure DOL 
systems S 1 .... , Sm, with each E(Si) having constant differences. 
5 For each set X, let #(X) denote the number of elements (possibly infinite) in 2(. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.2, E(S) = Shuf(F'; $1',... , S,') for some finite 
sequenceF', some l >~ 1, and some pure DOL systems $1', .... S{. For each i, 
1 ~ i ~ l, let Si' = (Zi,  hi, wi) and E(Si' ) = {wi j} J ) l  , We first show that 
(,) there exists qo in N with the following property. For each s in N+ 
there exists j >~ s so that I wi(j+l) [ --  l w~-[ ~ q0 for every i, 
l~ i~ l .  
Note that there is nothing to prove if l = 1. Thus suppose l > 1. Let 
qo = ko(l + 1) t 2~, where t = max{l ks(a)l/a in Zs}, and let s be in N+.  Select 
r o in N+ so that Ix%l > lwisl for eachi, 1 ~<i~<l ,  and lx r  ol > Iw[ for 
each w in F'.  Since L(S) is infinite, r o exists. Select r 1 >/ r  o so that 
f x i+l l - -  ]xil ~k  o for all i, r 1 ~<i<~r  1+l .  By hypothesis, r 1 exists. 
Since [ xq I > I w I for each w in F',  each of the words x h ,..., xq÷~ is in one 
of the sequences E(SI'),..., E(S{). Thus there are l + 1 words in at most l 
sequences. Therefore at least one of the E(Si'), say E(S~I), has two words xi. 
and x~-o, r 1 ~< io < Jo ~< rl + I. Since each S / i s  pure, we may assume that 
xio and xjo are consecutive words in E(S~t). Thus there exists Jl so that 
WilJl = Xio and Wil(J~+l) = xjo. Clearly I wq(jl+l ) ] -- [ w i~ [ <~ lk o . Since 
] wiljl [ >~ ] x% I > ] wi~8 I and S~ is pure, Jl > s. Three cases arise. 
(a) Supposei 1 = 1. Then 
I w(i1+1)(;1÷1) I - ] W(il+l)hl = I hs(wq(h+l))[ - -  [hs(wqh)[, 
by the definition of Shuf, 
([ Wil(J l+i) I - -  I Wiljl l) t, 
by the definition of t and the fact that each S i' is pure, 
Ikot. 
Similarly, [ w(l+~)(jl+l ) I - -  ] wo+~)J~ I ~ lkot~ ~ lko t2~ for eachp, 0 ~ p < l. 
(fi) Suppose i 1 = l. Then 
[ W10"1+2) ] - -  ] Wl(Jl+1) i = I hs (was~+~)) l  - I hs(W,jl)l, 
by the definition of Shnf, 
(I W~(]I÷I) I - -  ] W~J 1 i) t, 
by the definition of t and the fact that each Si' is pure, 
lkot, 
so that [ w(1+,)6. +2) [ --  ] W(l+~)(jt+l) [ ~< Ikot~+l ~ lko t~ for each p, 
0 ~< p < l, as in (c~). 
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(y) Suppose 1 < i x < l. Let t' = l - -  i x . By the proof in (~), 
I w( i s ) (a+x)  I - I w(~s)a  I = I w~(j~+~) l - I w~a I 
lko tt'. 
By the argument in (fl), 
] W(l+~)(Jl+2) I - -  [ w(x+~)(jx+l) ] ~ lko t*'+~+l ~ lko t~, 
for eachp, 0 ~p <l .  
Thus ( , )  holds in each case. 
From (,)  and Proposition 2.1 it follows that {[ wi0.+l) [ - -  l wij l}J>l is 
periodic, say of prefix length qi and period length Pi, for each i, 1 ~ i ~ / .  
Let m = lpx ...p~ and q= #(F')  + l max{qi/1 ~ i ~ l}. Let F---- 
{w 1,...,wq} and for each i, 1 ~ i~m,  let S i=(Zs , ,h i ,wq+i ) ,  where 
27s~ = {a in Zs/#a(Wq+i) v~ 0} and ~i ~- hi% It is easy to see that each Si is 
pure and that each E(Si) has constant differences. Obviously E(S) -~ 
Shuf(F; S~ ,..., S~) and the proof is complete. 
We are now ready for our main result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a DOL system, with L( S) infinite, and let {xi}i>l be a 
sequence of all words in L(S) ordered by increasing length. Suppose {xi}i~l has 
the property that there exists k o in N such that for each k in N+ , k' in N+ can be 
found satisfying [ xi+l [ -- [ xi I ~ ko for all i, k' ~ i ~ k' + k. Then the 
sequence {l Xi+l [ -- [ xi [}i>x is periodic. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, E(S)= Shuf(F; Sx ,..., S~) for some finite 
sequenceF, some m ~ 1, and some pure DOL systems 81 .... , S~,  with each 
E(Si) having constant differences. Since only the difference of lengths of 
consecutive xi is pertinent to the proof, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that i < j  if ] xi ] = I x~ ] for xi inL(Si') and xj inL(Sj) ,  with i' < j ' .  
For each i, 1 ~ i~m,  let E(Si) ={wi3}j>x and k i= J w i~ l - [w ix [ .  
(Note that [ wi(j+l) I -- [ wiJ I ~ ki for each i and j.) Since L(S) is infinite, 
each ki is positive. Let k = k x ' "  k~.  Let qo be the smallest integer r such 
that xr+ x is in L(S1) and 
F w {w~/1 ~< i ~< m} _C {xx .... , x~}. 
Let ql be the smallest integer r for which ] xr+l l -~ [ xqo+l [ + k. Clearly qo 
and ql exist. Note that xql+l is in L(S1) and that [ Xqo [ ~ [ xqo+l [. Since L(S) 
is infinite, each word xj,  j > qo, occurs in exactly one L(Si). Furthermore, 
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{Xq0+l ,... , xql } (3 L(Si) =/= ;~ for each i. [For suppose {Xq0+l . . . .  , Xql } ~ L(Sj) = 
;~ for some j. Let Jl ~< qo be the largest integer r for which xr is in L(Sj). 
By the definition of qo, Jl exists. Let jz >/ql  + 1 be the smallest integer r 
for which xr is in L(Sj). Now 
[ x~ I - I xJl I > I x~l+~ I - [ %+11 + I X~o+~ [ - [ xh  I 
= h + [ X~o+l t - I xj~ l 
> k, since I xo01 < I xo0+~ I. 
From the definition of j~ and j~ and from the fact that Sj is pure, it then 
follows that xj1 and x;~ are two consecutive words in E(S~). This contradicts 
the definition of k.] Let p = ql - -  %.  From the way the words of equal 
length in {x~}i>~ are sequenced and from the definition of k, it is easily seen 
that for each j, 1 ~< j ~ p, and each l in N, x%+3"+z~ is in L(S~) if x%+j is in 
L(Si). Furthermore, ] x%+j+z~ I - - [ x%+j 1 = lk. From this, it follows that 
{l xJ+l [ - -  [ x~ 1}~>1 is periodic. 
Remark. In Lemma 2.4, what is really used is the existence of l + 1 
consecutive terms xi , such that ] xi÷l I -- ] xi I ~ ko , arbitrarily far out in 
the sequence. Thus the following version of Theorem 2.1 is also true: 
"Let  S be a DOL system withL(S) infinite. There exists an integer p with the 
following property: Let {xi}i>l be a sequence of all words in L(S) ordered by 
increasing length. Suppose that {x~}i>~l has the property that there exists k o 
in N such that for each i0 in N+,  i 1 > i 0 can be found so that [ x~+ 1 ] - -  [ xj I 
k 0 for each j, i 1 ~ j  ~ i 1 +p.  Then the sequence {I xj+l[ - -  ]xj ]}J>l is 
periodic. 
COROLLARY. For each DOL sequence {Wi}i>/1 which is not periodic, there 
exists qo in N+ such that #({i/] w~ ] = k}) ~< qofor all k in N. 
Proof. Let S be a DOL system for which E(S) = {wi}~>~l is not periodic. 
Hence L(S) is infinite. Suppose there is no q0 in N+ such that 
#({ili w~ I = k}) ~< qo 
for all k in N. Then for each t in N÷ there exists r such that 
#({it l  ~ I = r}) > t. 
Let {x~}~> 1 be a sequence of all the words in L(S) ordered by increasing 
length. Then for each k there exists k' such that ] xk'+~'+l I - -  I x~.+j ] = 0 for 
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all]', 0 ~ j ~ k. By Theorem 2.1, the sequence {Ix~'+l I - -  I x~ [}J~>l is periodic. 
Since this sequence has arbitrarily many consecutive terms equal to zero, 
each term of the sequence, from some point on, is zero. This implies that 
there are two terms in the sequence {x~}i> 1 which are the same. Therefore 
L(S)  is finite, a contradiction. 
Theorem 2.1 and its corollary can be used to show that certain languages 
are not DOL.  For example, the corollary immediately shows that {a, b}*, 
a v ~ b, is not DOL.  
We conclude with the following open questions. 
Suppose that S is a DOL system, with E(S)  ~ {wi}i>l, such that for every 
k in N+ there are k consecutive nonnegative (positive) terms in the sequence 
{[ Wi+l ] - -  I w~ I},~>1. Does it follow that there exists k 0 in N+ such that 
[ wi+l ] - -  I wi] ~ 0 (] wi+l I - -  I w~I > 0) for all i >/k0? 
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